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DISTINCTIVE DETAILS
ZIPS

ELASTICS GRIPPERS

COLLAR OPTIONS

POCKETS

ACCESSORIES

cod. T1:
3 vertical open drop cargo pockets on the back.

cod. T2:
4 drop cargo pockets on the back, one central zipped.

cod. T4:
3 vertical drop cargo pockets on the back + one central  
Waterproof zipped.

cod. T7:
Small back pocket on the bib straps.

cod. T8:
4 drop cargo pockets on the back, one lateraly zipped.

cod. T9:
2 extra side pocket.

cod. A1:
Reflective elements.

cod. A3:
Flatlock seams for extra confort next to skin.

cod. C1:
Standard h. 4cm collar.

cod. E3:
Elastic gripper with silicone on the bottom.

BIBS OPTIONS

cod. B1:
Perforated custom lie-flat bib straps.

cod. E5:
Customized elastic gripper with silicone inside.

cod. Z1:
Short zip 16 cm.

cod. Z2:
3/4 lenght front zip.

cod. Z4:
Full-lenght front zip.

cod. Z5:
Full-lenght concealed front zip.

cod. Z6 only for bibtight:
Short lenght front zip.

cod. Z7 only for bibtight:
Side zips on the bottom of the legs.

cod. B2:
Black colour bib straps.
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FABRIC OPTIONS

cod. F1:
Water repellent black material.

cod. F2:
Classy texture fabric.

cod. F3:
Fleece fabric.
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Fabric selection is fundamental for the design procedure of our garments. Most of the technical fabrics we use are 
Italian-made and offer their best during cycling performance.

POWER
The strength points of the POWER performance technology are the four  
ways stretch and the abrasion resistance, along with outstanding wicking 
properties and breathability. Warp-knit technology allows to create fabrics 
with excellent density that follow muscles during the performance and get 
back into shape after use.

FEATURES:

FRESH FEEL
All the hydrophilic fabrics of both polyester/ea and nylon/ea composition, 
light weight and high breathable by composition and knitting structures, have 
the FRESHFEEL technology that ensures a cooling effect and quick dry 
features suitable for summer training and performance in hottest conditions.

FEATURES:

HIGH RES
The HIGH RESOLUTION technology is the latest development in the    

Deeper penetration of the inks into the fabrics, reduced grind through of 
white in the fabric when stretched and higher level of opacity of the prints.

FEATURES:

THERMAL
THERMAL technology is developed on four ways stretch brushed fabrics, 
with amazing abrasion resistance, outstanding recovery and easy care. The 
knitting construction along with the brushed skin side gives insulation 

thickness allow this technology to be applied on almost all the outdoor 
activities garments.    

Water Wind control

FEATURES:

Wind control

FEATURES: ZERO WIND
Hydrophilic membrane, ZERO WIND is a non microporous autentic barrier 
against the atmospheric agents like wind and rain, with a dynamic              
breathability. It guarantees an osmotic trasmission of sweat from the warm 
inside to the cold outside. The more intense is the physical activity the more 
breathable becomes the membrane.

THUNDERBIKE POWER
THUNDERBIKE POWER is a high-tech fabric produced with a special 
elastomer that ensure amazing abrasion resistance and outstanding            
recovery. It provides also a perfect comfort fit and high pilling and abrasion 
resistance.

FEATURES:

FEATURES: STORM SHIELD
The best of Windtex, with a plus. STORM SHIELD is a fabric born out of the 
consolidated experience of Vagotex SpA in the field of technical fabrics for sports 
always with an extra eye on high-quality leisure time. It prevents warmth    
dispersion, allows your skin breathe freely and protects you from the weather at 
the same time.

Wind control

FEATURES:

Wind control

WINDTEX SHIELD
WINDTEX SHIELD fabric, introduced by Vagotex SpA, is made to give a complete 
protection from the wind, assuring an high protection  and an excellent comfort. 
With its water repellent tratment it guarantees a protection from the rain, keeping 
the body dry during the ride.

Water
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THINK 44 THERMAL
Italian engineered stretch fabric created for high performance sport apparel.  
Due to its composition the fabric performances are breathability, thermal 
insulation and elasticity.

FEATURES:

Comfortable

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY
Incredibly comfortable fabric, due to its surprisingly softness and strength. 
MODULO 200 it’s a particular suitable fabric for active sports. Its innovative      
structure rapidly wicks away humidity, offering great comfort and excellent thermal 
insulation.  

FEATURES:

Comfortable

RACE ON
RACE ON fabric guarantees muscular support which reduces muscle vibration 
and fatigue, thus improving the athlete’s performance. 
Comfort and freedom of movements rise up due to the Raw Cut technology, and 
the particular construction of this fabric ensures a cooling effect and quick dry 
features during summer cycling performances.

FEATURES:

PRIMALOFT
PRIMALOFT fabric keeps you warmth without being bulky. It is very light and 
breathable, and its composition makes it water resistant and easy to pack. 
Incredibly comfortable due to its surprisingly softness and strength, its innovative 
structure rapidly wicks away humidity, offering great comfort and excellent thermal 
insulation.  

FEATURES:

Water

Comfortable

HYDRO COOL
Perspiration generates moisture on the skin. HYDRO COOL fabric absorbs this 
moisture and quickly transports it to the fabric face. The optimised fibre ensures 
a constant evaporation and makes heat exchange more effective, thus             
producing a cooling effect on the skin.

FEATURES:

Comfortable

WINDTEX
The WINDTEX fabric protects the cyclist from wind, cold and rain and keeps the body 
in a comfortable internal microclimate. It guarantees high level of protection from 
atmospheric agents while offering the utmost comfort thanks to its transpiration 
property. Via an osmosis process, the membrane manages to expel the excess 
dampness that is produced during sporting activities, and consequently curbs the 
annoying effect of internal heating.

FEATURES:

Wind control

RESPIRA WIND OUT
The particular molecular constitution of this membrane absorbs the sweat 
generated by the body and transports it away where it evaporates, creating a 
microclimate between the membrane and the dermis always dry and at a constant 
temperature. Besides its excellent breathability, this material features exceptional 
lightweight and windproof  properties making it suitable for the construction of 
jackets and vests.

FEATURES:

Wind control

TECNO 3D
Fabric TECNO-3D is made in highly breathable antibacterial light polyester. Thanks 
to its open cellule construction transports away body perspiration providing a faster 
evaporation. Indeed its particular conformation 3D increases comfort feeling 
helping air transit during sport.

FEATURES:

Comfortable
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MEN’S PADS WOMEN’S PADS

PADS ANATOMIC 3D DESIGN

cod. P1 cod. PW1 POWER PLUS
Design to offer best results on protection, support and comfort on road bike
and mtb during medium distances. Made using high quality microfiber fabric, 
with antibacterial properties and great elasticity, this pad is also incredibly soft 
to the touch and breathable.
> elastic, it follows pedalling movements
> anti-bacterial protection
> optimal moisture transfer
> Ideal both on the road and on a mountain bike

MEDIUM LONG MEDIUM LONG

cod. P4 cod. PW4 ROAD PERFORMANCE SPACE
Long distance pad featuring different foam combinations and varied 
densities, delivering superior perineal support and increasing protection 
along the pelvic track. Seamless structure for best comfort.
This construction allows for best protection and flexibility with a slim profile 
and greater stability in saddle.

MEDIUM LONG MEDIUM LONG

PARIGIcod. P5 cod. PW5
Pad with variable density: greater in the ischial zone and perineal support on 
the saddle while the front is discharged offering magnificent comfort where 
necessary and appropriate protection. The pad Parigi was developed with 
professional cyclists and is excellent for medium-long distances. The soft 
fabric and the enveloping anatomical fit and the absence of seams eliminate 
frictions.

> differentiated thicknesses due to the different protection needs of the area
> surface with antibacterial yarn
> perforated foams for excellent breathability
> ideal for medium-long distance rides

MEDIUM LONG MEDIUM LONG

BRESTcod. P2 cod. PW2
New high performance pad, ideal for long hours in the saddle thanks to 
the gel inserts that absorb the vibrations coming from the road. Made 
externally with a smooth fabric that gives a pleasant sensation on the 
skin and with antibacterial yarn, the pad has perforated foams that 
quickly carry moisture to the outside. It has also been created with 
minimum thickness avoiding any friction, and its wraparound construc-
tion adheres to the body and allows the bottom to stay in place without 
moving.

> gel inserts for greater protection against road imperfections
> surface with antibacterial yarn
> perforated foams for excellent breathability
> ideal for long distance rides

MEDIUM LONG MEDIUM LONG

VUELTA+cod. P3: cod. PW3:
A “multilevel” men’s pad, it is created from different materials and moulded 
into a particularly anatomical shape so as to offer maximum comfort.
> breathable thanks to the use of perforated foam
> elastic, it follows pedalling movements
> anti-bacterial protection thanks to Silver dry fabric
> anti-shock silicon inserts in points under the greatest pressure
> optimal moisture transfer
> ideal for long distances both on the road and on a mountain bike

MEDIUM LONG MEDIUM LONG

. P4 cc PW4PW4 RO
Lon
den
alon
This
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We work side by side with the best pad companies in the Italian and foreign sector to offer products that meet all 
the athlete needs on the bike while guaranteeing high standards of quality and protection on the saddle.



AGILE
cod. FK1

KID’S PADS

ENERDRY AIR DRY PADcod. F9

PADS ANATOMIC 3D DESIGN

Bi-elastic pad with anti-bacterial external fabric treated with silver ions.                  
A good density fabric in the interior ensures optimal comfort in addition to 
rapidly absorbing moisture and carrying it outside, thus preventing the 
formation of unpleasant irritations.
> very breathable
> elastic, it follows pedalling movements
> anti-bacterial protection
> varied foam thickness offers greater comfort during cycling
> optimal moisture transfer
> ideal for medium distances both on the road and on a mountain bikeMEDIUM LONG

New pad made using «intelligent» Enerdry Air Dry chamois, which perfectly 
interacts with the body providing maximum thermo physiological comfort. Plenty 
of padding but very slim to avoid chafing on the run, the Enerdry Air features 
perforated foam for maximum breathability and fast dry.
> Elastic mesh ensures maximum moisture transport and fast dry, specifically      
   designed for triathletes.
> Last generation yarn treated with Bio-Ceramic material, resistant even after           
   several washes
> High thermal insulation thanks to bio-ceramic fibers that insulate from the cold  
   or excess heat.
> Hypoallergenic and with permanent ionic action which prevents the prolifera- 
   tion of bacterias
> Elastic, the fabric ensures a snug fit to the morphology of the body
> Perforated foam for added breathability

MEDIUM LONG

Specific for TRIATHLON
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COLOURS OF YOUR TEAM

COLOURS MAP

Before choosing the colours for your new equipment, we suggest you to pay attention to the colour of summer 
and winter trousers because the fabric of the internal area has already coloured. This option favours better 
performance during use but it is necessary paying a special attention when choosing the colour of the jersey.  
In the following you will find the available colours for trousers internal area.

After choosing the main colour for your trousers, you can decide the colours for your jersey and for the panels 
of your trousers.

PRINTABLE COLORS MAP

We stress as well that every fabric absorbs colour in a different way during the heat transfer stage so it 
could happen the same colour adopts lightly different tonalities.

In addition to the traditional colours, fluorescents are also available. Please contact your sales representative 
in case you want to colour your uniform using these new tonalities.

NOTE: During production the colours in the graphic draft can vary due to chemical process, materials, colour 
content, printing methods…

All our printing technology is digital therefore there is no limit to the number of colours we can use without 
increasing the price. Below here you will find a list with main colours available. You can also ask about other 
colours but we inform you production could be longer. 
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Here below we classified our items in homogeneous categories. However you can choose among different 
categories and match the respective items.

INDEX

MAN’s CYCLING COLLECTION
Short-sleeved jerseys 10 - 11 - 12

PAGES

  13 - 14
15
16

Long-sleeved jerseys
Windproof jackets
Rainproof jackets

17Winter jackets
18Windproof gilets

19 - 20Bibshorts
21 - 22Bibtights

233/4 Bibtights
24Skinsuits

WOMEN’s CYCLING COLLECTION
Short-sleeved jerseys 26 - 27

  28 - 29
30

Long-sleeved jerseys
Windproof jackets

31Winter jackets
32Windproof gilets

33 - 34Bibshorts
35Shorts

36 - 37Bibtights
38Skinsuits

KID’s CYCLING COLLECTION
Short-sleeved jersey  /  Long-sleeved jersey  /  Winter jacket  39

  40
 41

Bibshorts  /  Shorts  /  Tights
Bibtights  /  Short-sleeved skinsuit  /  Long-sleeved skinsuit

 42Windproof gilet

TRIATHLON COLLECTION
Tank top (man)  /  Tank top (woman)  /  Shorts (man)  43

44
 45

Shorts (woman)  /  Race suit with rear zip (man)  /  Race suit with rear zip (woman)
Race suit with front zip (man)  /  Race suit with front zip (woman)  /  Top (woman)

PROMOTIONAL KIT
Quilted jacket “SLIMBER”  /  Embroidered polo (man)  /  Embroidered polo (woman) 48

ACCESSORIES
51 - 52 - 53 - 54

 49
50

Sublimated Polo (man)  /  Short-sleeved jersey (man)  /  Short-sleeved jersey (woman)  
Baggy shorts (man)  /  Baggy shorts (woman)

MTB / DOWNHILL COLLECTION
Short-sleeved jersey (man)  /  Short-sleeved jersey (man)  /  Long-sleeved jersey (man)  46

 47Fully printed baggy shorts (man)  /  Fully printed baggy shorts (kid)
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Cod. W0800  PROFI XP Short-sleeved jersey

SHORT-SLEEVED JERSEYS

The key features of this garment are:

      
moisture management 

the right
 

Cod. W0480  AIR Short-sleeved jersey

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

T2  

the right
 

  

The Air jersey offers maximum performance with the minimum possible weight. It 
presents a new ultra lightweight fabric that offers maximum transpiration with 
microperforated grid that guarantees optimal ventilation in the hottest days.     
This is reinforced with a fabric in the dorsal area that expels sweat out, set-in 
sleeves and minimum neckline. Perfect for cyclists with advanced level and thin 
build.

The Profi XP jersey is the model created for the professional teams. A top jersey 
for high level cycling and designed to obtain the best results in terms of  
aerodynamics and comfort. A garment that fits like a glove with very tight sizing 
and finished with free cut longer raglan sleeves.

Improved version of the historic Elite jersey, now lighter, more elastic and adapta-
ble to the cyclist's body. It incorporates rib finish cuffs on the sleeves, reflective 
tab for greater visibility and anti-slip band to prevent the garment from moving 
during pedaling. Ideal for medium-high level cyclists.

Cod. W2000 ELITE XP Short-sleeved jersey

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

RACE ON
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

FRESHFEEL
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+25°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

HYDRO COOL
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALE



The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

T2  

the right

 

Cod. W0870  PRIME Short-sleeved jersey

Cod. W0907  EXCLUSIVE XP Short-sleeved jersey

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

T2  

the right

 

Cod. W2100 RACE XP Short-sleeved jersey

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

 

SHORT-SLEEVED JERSEYS

The Exclusive XP jersey has been updated with an improved cut and with longer 
sleeves that reduce the resistance around the upper arms. It is one of the 
garments best valued for its comfort, breathability and price.

It combines fabrics that feature excellent breathability and elasticity. The Prime 
jersey fits perfectly to the body, offering great aerodynamics favored by the news 
sleeve construction. The sleeves are made with free cut longer length. The 
dropped neckline avoids any possible friction and gives a more elegant look.

Its breathability guarantees great comfort during long sessions of exercise. The 
Race XP jersey has a full zip for comfort, elastic band with silicone that allows 
total freedom of movement, and three back pockets. It is a perfect garment for all 
types of cycling.

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALE

TECNO 3D
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR MALE

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALE



Cod. W2352  TORMENTA WR Short-sleeved jersey

SHORT-SLEEVED JERSEYS

The key features of this garment are:

Tormenta short-sleeved jersey ensures rainproof protection thanks to the use of 
windproof and water-repellent Storm Shield fabric. It has been built in close 
contact with professionals to offer a light and very breathable garment, an 
effective barrier against unstable weather conditions. To complete this versatile 
and high quality product, rainproof zip and pockets with openings on the bottom 
that drain the water in case of rain.

STORM SHIELD
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

EXTRA SLIM MALE+10°C /+18°C



Cod. W0806  PROFI XP Long-sleeved jersey

LONG-SLEEVED JERSEYS

Cod. W2001  ELITE XP Long-sleeved jerseyThe ELITE XP long-sleeved jersey is top-of-the-line garment in terms of lightness, 
warmth and elasticity, which offers figure hugging fit, yet still comfortable and 
unrestrictive. Contour perfectly to the body, forming a second skin that makes 
every movement feel natural and comfortable.

The jersey Profi XP has been developed with fleece Think fabric that stands out 
for its elasticity and comfort next to skin. It perfectly warps the body of high-level 
riders and maintain the right body temperature in autumn or spring, or under an 
additional outer layer in winter.

The PRIME long-sleeved jersey is a very versatile and high-performance 
garment. Made with the fabrics Pro and thermal Think with an anatomic and 
aerodynamics construction, it is vert comfortable next to skin and  fits perfectly. 
Special features are the hammer cut of the sleeves and the mesh elastic band 
with silicon on the bottom.

Cod. W0873 PRIME Long-sleeved jersey

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right
 

 

THINK 44 THERMAL
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+12°C /+23°C

+12°C /+23°C

EXTRA SLIM MALE

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY /
THINK 44 THERMAL

+12°C /+23°CMODULO 200 RAPID DRY /
THINK 44 THERMAL

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

The key features of this garment are:

the right
 

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right



The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

 

Cod. W2101  RACE XP Long-sleeved jersey

Cod. W2122  RACE XP 

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right
 

 

The Race XP jersey with removable sleeves is a great product for those cold days 
in the morning that heat up with the passing of the hours. Thanks to the detacha-
ble sleeves, you can keep protected when needed and turn your jersey into a 
short-sleeved with light windproof protection for the rest of the ride. 

The Race XP long-sleeved jersey is a product that offers good thermal insulation, 
improved over the years, thanks to the Rapid Dry brushed fabric, extremely 
warm, elastic and breathable.

+12°C /+23°C

+14°C /+20°C

+10°C /+20°C

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

WINDTEX SHIELD

WINDTEX SHIELD /
MODULO 200 RAPID DRY

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

LONG-SLEEVED JERSEYS

Long-sleeved thermal jersey with front Windtex Shield panel perfect for multiple 
weather situations typical of the middle seasons. Comfortable, warm and 
breathable.

Cod. W2150 RACE XP 

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

 

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE



Cod. W0795  PROFI XP Windproof jacket

WINDPROOF JACKETS

The key features of this garment are:

  
T2  

 

Cod. W2003  ELITE XP Windproof jacket

The key features of this garment are:

  
T2  

the right

The new ELITE XP jacket offers effective windchill defense with all the features 
you need out on the bike. It is designed to offer rapid moisture transfer and 
quick-drying action combine with water repellent protection. The jacket features 
incredible lightness and comfort thanks to the Windtex membrane, which   
guarantees excellent breathability and thermal insulation performance.

This jacket offers incredible lightness and comfort thanks to the Windtex membra-
ne, which guarantees excellent breathability and thermal insulation performance. 
The jacket can also be stored in the jersey pocket for use when needed. 
Waterproof and windproof membrane for total thermal insulation.

The Race windjacket is a comfortable and very light product, with Respira Wind 
Out fabric which guarantees the right windproof protection when needed.Cod. W2103 RACE XP Windproof jacket

The key features of this garment are:

  
T2  

the right
 

WINDTEX
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

EXTRA SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

RESPIRA WIND OUT

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

+6°C / +18°C

+6°C / +18°C

+6°C / +18°C

WINDTEX



Cod. W2353  PROFI XP proof jacket

RAINPROOF JACKETS

The key features of this garment are:

Tight fitting

Lightweight and extremely breathing rain cape with water column. The Profi XP 
rain jacket made in anthracite colour, can be customised with heat transfer logos 
in white or reflective grey. It features a water repellent front zip and thermo-taped 
seams to function as a protective shell against the worst weather conditions.

ZERO WIND
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE+4°C / +18°C



Cod. W0808  PROFI XP Winter jacket

WINTER JACKETS

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

 

Cod. W2010  ELITE XP Winter jacket

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

The new ELITE XP jacket is a warm and elastic soft shell jacket suitable for dry 
cold rides. The jacket retains excellent warmth due to the all-around Windtex 
Shield fabric; it has a snug fit and key strengh such as flat seams or reflective 
elements to improve cyclist's visibility.

New winter jacket tested by professional cyclists in changing conditions and 
intense cold. It has been developed with Windtex Shield fabric with           
thermoregulation and water repellent properties and stands out for its softness 
and pleasant touch. Its high collar is designed for greater protection and its 
angled pockets allow easy access.

The Race XP winter jacket is made using Windtex Shield fabric, which ensure 
good thermal protection while maintaining a good capacity for sweat evacuation. 
Optimal jacket with comfortable fitting to keep you warm all winter round.

Cod. W2110 RACE XP Winter jacket

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right
 

 

WINDTEX SHIELD
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

EXTRA SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

-6°C / +10°C

-6°C / +10°C

-6°C / +10°C

WINDTEX SHIELD

WINDTEX SHIELD



Cod. W0807  PROFI XP Windproof gilet

WIDPROOF GILET

The key features of this garment are:

T1  
T2  
A1  

Cod. W2004  ELITE XP Windproof gilet

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

Lightweight ELITE XP vest, which takes away cold breeze on fast, cooler, dry 
rides while protecting. It's made with Respira Wind Out and features rear pockets 
and reflex. It also fits in the palm of your hand when folded.

The Profi XP vest tested at professional level offers very tight fitting, comfort and 
performance at the same time. It feature Windtex membrane on the front and a 
new developed mesh on the back, achieving the perfect balance between 
protection and maximum breathability. Its flexibility allows folding and easily store 
it in the pocket of the jersey.

The Race XP vest is a basic and great product to protect you against the wind and 
to increase thermal protection. The breathability on the back has been improved, 
thanks to an innovative mesh fabric. 

Cod. W2104 RACE XP Windproof gilet

The key features of this garment are:

T1  
T2  

the right
A1  

WINDTEX
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

EXTRA SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

+10°C / +23°C

+10°C / +23°C

+10°C / +23°C

RESPIRA WIND OUT

RESPIRA WIND OUT
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Cod. W0803  PROFI XP Bibshorts

BIBSHORTS

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Cod. W0485  AIR Bibshorts

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Perfect blend between support and comfort. The AIR bib shorts with a bib strap 
construction with no-seams elastic mesh insert, is the ideal cycling bottom for 
training and racing during the hottest days of the year. The raw cut silicon hem 
grippers complete this top quality and proffessional form-fitting bib shorts.

The Profi XP bib shorts are conceived, after a in-depth technical research, with an 
anatomic and compressive fit for high-level cyclists. Characteristics to highlight 
are the longer length of the legs with raw cut finish and a small pocket on the 
straps.

The ELITE XP bib shorts is one the top BL shorts for good reason. With the 
comfortable high stretch Power fabric and well-shaped cut this bottom is 
exceptionally good. It also offers flatlock comfortable seams and nice rib knit 
elastic hems.

Cod. W2002 ELITE XP Bibshorts

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

POWER
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

THUNDERBIKE
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALEPOWER



The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Cod. W0875  PRIME Bibshorts

Cod. W0908  EXCLUSIVE XP Bibshorts

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Cod. W2102 RACE XP Bibshorts

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

BIBSHORTS

Exclusive XP bib shorts are made of Power Italian fabric with compression and 
comfort features that are ideal for improving athletic performance. It features 
flatlock seams, comfortable mesh elastic band on leg hems, and a big part for 
sponsor in the lower back.

The  Prime bib shorts has been developed with the highest quality construction 
for total comfort on the bike. One of its greatest assets are the customised areas, 
large enough to highlight the logos of the sponsors. The flatlock seams and the 
elastic on the legs complete an excellent product.

The Race XP bib shorts consist of stretch Power 210 gr. and breathable and 
antibacterial mesh bibs. They are versatile and comfortable shorts with snug 
fitting for your summer rides.

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALE

THUNDERBIKE

POWER

POWER



Cod. W0802  PROFI XP Bibtights

BIBTIGHTS

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Cod. W2012  ELITE XP Bibtights

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

Warm bib tights made using Mititech Thermal fabric and with double-layer knees 
to increase insulating joint protection and ergonomic multi-panel construction. 
Surprisingly thin that is also strong, soft and comfortable when wearing. 

PROFI XP bib tights are made using Mititech Thermal for maximum comfort and 
warmth. This fabric offers soft touch and excellent resistance to sweat and 
abrasions while the wearability is very tight to cover the needs of the most 
experienced cyclists and with a more demanding body construction.

The PRIME winter tights are designed to provide all-day comfort on long winter 
rides. The tights use a high-stretch Mititech Thermal fabric to guard against the 
cold, while an extended rear panel that covers the kidneys and lower back offers 
added warmth. As with the shorts, the area to place the logos of the sponsors has 
been privileged and it's wide.

Cod. W0881 PRIME Bibtights

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

THINK 44 THERMAL
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

EXTRA SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

+3°C / +14°C

+3°C / +14°CTHINK 44 THERMAL

+3°C / +14°CTHINK 44 THERMAL



The key features of this garment are:

 

  
  
  
  

Cod. W2112  RACE XP Bibtights

BIBTIGHTS
Race XP tights in fleece fabric, soft and elastic, warm and comfortable, perfect for 
winter rides. Anatomical construction without constrictions.

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE+3°C / +14°CTHINK 44 THERMAL



Cod. W2014  ELITE XP 3/4 Bibtights

3/4 BIBTIGHTS

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

Cod. W2114  RACE XP 3/4 Bibtights

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Race XP knickers, fleece and elastic, is suitable for rides in the middle seasons, 
when the temperature is not yet rigid. Anatomical construction without constric-
tions.

Fleece-lined 3/4-length thermal bibtights provide just right amount of coverage 
when bib shorts are not enough. Warm and perfect for long distance riding with 
knee double-layer protection for extended insulation in cooler conditions.

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

SLIM MALE

CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

THINK 44 THERMAL +6°C / +18°C

FABRIC

THINK 44 THERMAL +6°C / +18°C



Cod. W2316  PROFI XP Short-sleeved skinsuit

SKINSUITS

The key features of this garment are:

 –  
 –  
 –  
 –  

Cod. W2317  PROFI XP Long-sleeved skinsuit

The key features of this garment are:

 –  
 –  
 –  
 –  

Top quality Chrono suit designed to obtain the best results in terms of compres-
sion and aerodynamics. The suit is made using light High Res aero fabric and the 
sleeves have an improved streamlined cut and are made of a new and valuable 
striped fabric. 

Aerodynamic, adherent and breathable. The new PROFI XP crono body 
combines aerodynamics and lightness for the best performance against the clock 
and it's almost imperceptible on the skin. Quality details are the striped aero fabric 
on the sleeves, the two pockets with transparent mesh for the event number and 
the confortable lower front collar.

Compression and anatomic racesuit with shaped sleeves and bielastic and 
wicking Race On fabric.. This skinsuit has been developed with a minimum numer 
of panels to amplify the anatomical performance and smooth air flow over the 
rider.

Cod. W2017 ELITE XP Long-sleeved skinsuit

The key features of this garment are:

 –  
 –  
 –  
 –  

RACE ON
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C TIGHT MALE

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C TIGHT MALE

RACE ON
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C SLIM MALE





Cod. W0809  PROFI XP Short-sleeved jersey

SHORT-SLEEVED JERSEYS

Cod. W2005 ELITE XP Short-sleeved jersey

Cod. W0872  PRIME Short-sleeved jersey

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

The Profi XP jersey is the model created for the professional teams. A top jersey 
for high level cycling and designed to obtain the best results in terms of  
aerodynamics and comfort. A garment that fits like a glove with very tight sizing 
and finished with free cut longer raglan sleeves.

+20°C EXTRA SLIM

+20°C SLIM

+20°C SLIM

The key features of this garment are:

      
moisture management 

the right
 

RACE ON

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

HYDRO COOL

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

T2  

the right

 

It combines fabrics that feature excellent breathability and elasticity. The Prime 
jersey fits perfectly to the body, offering great aerodynamics favored by the news 
sleeve construction. The sleeves are made with free cut longer length. The 
dropped neckline avoids any possible friction and gives a more elegant look.

HIGH RES

Improved version of the historic Elite jersey, now lighter, more elastic and adapta-
ble to the cyclist's body. It incorporates rib finish cuffs on the sleeves, reflective 
tab for greater visibility and anti-slip band to prevent the garment from moving 
during pedaling. Ideal for medium-high level cyclists.

26



Cod. W0905  EXCLUSIVE XP Short-sleeved jersey

Cod. W2105 RACE XP Short-sleeved jersey

SHORT-SLEEVED JERSEYS

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

+20°C SLIM

+20°C REGULAR

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

T2  

the right

 

The Exclusive XP jersey has been updated with an improved cut and with longer 
sleeves that reduce the resistance around the upper arms. It is one of the 
garments best valued for its comfort, breathability and price.

HIGH RES

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

 

Its breathability guarantees great comfort during long sessions of exercise. The 
Race XP jersey has a full zip for comfort, elastic band with silicone that allows 
total freedom of movement, and three back pockets. It is a perfect garment for all 
types of cycling.

TECNO 3D

27



Cod. W0850  PROFI XP Long-sleeved jersey

LONG-SLEEVED JERSEYS

Cod. W2007  ELITE XP Long-sleeved jersey

Cod. W0874 PRIME Long-sleeved jersey

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

+12°C /+23°C

+12°C /+23°C

EXTRA SLIM

+12°C /+23°C

SLIM

SLIM

The ELITE XP long-sleeved jersey is top-of-the-line garment in terms of lightness, 
warmth and elasticity, which offers figure hugging fit, yet still comfortable and 
unrestrictive. Contour perfectly to the body, forming a second skin that makes 
every movement feel natural and comfortable.

The jersey Profi XP has been developed with fleece Think fabric that stands out 
for its elasticity and comfort next to skin. It perfectly warps the body of high-level 
riders and maintain the right body temperature in autumn or spring, or under an 
additional outer layer in winter.

The PRIME long-sleeved jersey is a very versatile and high-performance 
garment. Made with the fabrics Pro and thermal Think with an anatomic and 
aerodynamics construction, it is vert comfortable next to skin and  fits perfectly. 
Special features are the hammer cut of the sleeves and the mesh elastic band 
with silicon on the bottom.

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right
 

 

THINK 44 THERMAL

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY /
THINK 44 THERMAL

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY /
THINK 44 THERMAL

The key features of this garment are:

the right
 

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

28



Cod. W2107  RACE XP Long-sleeved jersey

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

LONG-SLEEVED JERSEYS

+12°C /+23°C REGULAR

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

 

The Race XP long-sleeved jersey is a product that offers good thermal insulation, 
improved over the years, thanks to the Rapid Dry brushed fabric, extremely 
warm, elastic and breathable.

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY
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Cod. W0792  PROFI XP Windproof jacket

WINDPROOF JACKETS

Cod. W2008  ELITE XP Windproof jacket

Cod. W2108 RACE XP Windproof jacket

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

EXTRA SLIM

SLIM

REGULAR

+6°C / +18°C

+6°C / +18°C

+6°C / +18°C

The key features of this garment are:

  
T2  

 

The key features of this garment are:

  
T2  

the right

The new ELITE XP jacket offers effective windchill defense with all the features 
you need out on the bike. It is designed to offer rapid moisture transfer and 
quick-drying action combine with water repellent protection. The jacket features 
incredible lightness and comfort thanks to the Windtex membrane, which   
guarantees excellent breathability and thermal insulation performance.

This jacket offers incredible lightness and comfort thanks to the Windtex membra-
ne, which guarantees excellent breathability and thermal insulation performance. 
The jacket can also be stored in the jersey pocket for use when needed. 
Waterproof and windproof membrane for total thermal insulation.

The Race windjacket is a comfortable and very light product, with Respira Wind 
Out fabric which guarantees the right windproof protection when needed.

The key features of this garment are:

  
T2  

the right
 

WINDTEX

RESPIRA WIND OUT

WINDTEX



Cod. W0790  PROFI XP Winter jacket

WINTER JACKETS

Cod. W2011  ELITE XP Winter jacket

Cod. W2111 RACE XP Winter jacket

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

EXTRA SLIM

SLIM

REGULAR

-6°C / +10°C

-6°C / +10°C

-6°C / +10°C

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

 

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

The new ELITE XP jacket is a warm and elastic soft shell jacket suitable for dry 
cold rides. The jacket retains excellent warmth due to the all-around Windtex 
Shield fabric; it has a snug fit and key strengh such as flat seams or reflective 
elements to improve cyclist's visibility.

New winter jacket tested by professional cyclists in changing conditions and 
intense cold. It has been developed with Windtex Shield fabric with           
thermoregulation and water repellent properties and stands out for its softness 
and pleasant touch. Its high collar is designed for greater protection and its 
angled pockets allow easy access.

The Race XP winter jacket is made using Windtex Shield fabric, which ensure 
good thermal protection while maintaining a good capacity for sweat evacuation. 
Optimal jacket with comfortable fitting to keep you warm all winter round.

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right
 

 

WINDTEX SHIELD

WINDTEX SHIELD

WINDTEX SHIELD



Cod. W0791  PROFI XP Windproof gilet

WIDPROOF GILET

Cod. W2009  ELITE XP Windproof gilet

Cod. W2109 RACE XP Windproof gilet

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

EXTRA SLIM

SLIM

REGULAR

+10°C / +23°C

+10°C / +23°C

+10°C / +23°C

The key features of this garment are:

T1  
T2  
A1  

The key features of this garment are:

T2  

the right

Lightweight ELITE XP vest, which takes away cold breeze on fast, cooler, dry 
rides while protecting. It's made with Respira Wind Out and features rear pockets 
and reflex. It also fits in the palm of your hand when folded.

The Profi XP vest tested at professional level offers very tight fitting, comfort and 
performance at the same time. It feature Windtex membrane on the front and a 
new developed mesh on the back, achieving the perfect balance between 
protection and maximum breathability. Its flexibility allows folding and easily store 
it in the pocket of the jersey.

The Race XP vest is a basic and great product to protect you against the wind and 
to increase thermal protection. The breathability on the back has been improved, 
thanks to an innovative mesh fabric. 

The key features of this garment are:

T1  
T2  

the right
A1  

WINDTEX

RESPIRA WIND OUT

RESPIRA WIND OUT



Cod. W0804  PROFI XP Bibshorts

BIBSHORTS

Cod. W2006 ELITE XP Bibshorts

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

Cod. W0876  PRIME Bibshorts

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

+20°C EXTRA SLIM

+20°C SLIM

+20°C SLIM

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

The Profi XP bib shorts are conceived, after a in-depth technical research, with an 
anatomic and compressive fit for high-level cyclists. Characteristics to highlight 
are the longer length of the legs with raw cut finish and a small pocket on the 
straps.

POWER

The ELITE XP bib shorts is one the top BL shorts for good reason. With the 
comfortable high stretch Power fabric and well-shaped cut this bottom is 
exceptionally good. It also offers flatlock comfortable seams and nice rib knit 
elastic hems.

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

POWER

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

The  Prime bib shorts has been developed with the highest quality construction 
for total comfort on the bike. One of its greatest assets are the customised areas, 
large enough to highlight the logos of the sponsors. The flatlock seams and the 
elastic on the legs complete an excellent product.

THUNDERBIKE



Cod. W0904  EXCLUSIVE XP Bibshorts

Cod. W2106 RACE XP Bibshorts

BIBSHORTS

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

+20°C SLIM

+20°C REGULAR

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Exclusive XP bib shorts are made of Power Italian fabric with compression and 
comfort features that are ideal for improving athletic performance. It features 
flatlock seams, comfortable mesh elastic band on leg hems, and a big part for 
sponsor in the lower back.

POWER

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

The Race XP bib shorts consist of stretch Power 210 gr. and breathable and 
antibacterial mesh bibs. They are versatile and comfortable shorts with snug 
fitting for your summer rides.

POWER



Cod. W2015 ELITE XP Shorts

SHORTS

Cod. W0909  EXCLUSIVE XP Shorts

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

Cod. W2115 RACE XP Shorts

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

The ELITE XP shorts is one the top BL range. With the comfortable high stretch 
Power fabric and well-shaped cut this bottom is exceptionally good. It also offers 
flatlock comfortable seams and nice rib knit elastic hems.

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

+20°C SLIMPOWER

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

Exclusive XP shorts are made of Power Italian fabric with compression and 
comfort features that are ideal for improving athletic performance. It features 
flatlock seams, comfortable mesh elastic band on leg hems, and a big part for 
sponsor in the lower back.

+20°C SLIMPOWER

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

The Race XP shorts are made using stretch Power 210 gr., high quality lycra 
fabric with antibacterial finish. They are versatile and comfortable shorts with 
snug fitting for your summer rides.

+20°C REGULARPOWER



Cod. W0789  PROFI XP Bibtights

BIBTIGHTS

Cod. W2013  ELITE XP Bibtights

Cod. W0882 PRIME Bibtights

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALE

EXTRA SLIM

SLIM

SLIM

+3°C / +14°C

+3°C / +14°C

+3°C / +14°C

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

The key features of this garment are:

  
  
  
  

Warm bib tights made using Mititech Thermal fabric and with double-layer knees 
to increase insulating joint protection and ergonomic multi-panel construction. 
Surprisingly thin that is also strong, soft and comfortable when wearing. 

PROFI XP bib tights are made using Mititech Thermal for maximum comfort and 
warmth. This fabric offers soft touch and excellent resistance to sweat and 
abrasions while the wearability is very tight to cover the needs of the most 
experienced cyclists and with a more demanding body construction.

The PRIME winter tights are designed to provide all-day comfort on long winter 
rides. The tights use a high-stretch Mititech Thermal fabric to guard against the 
cold, while an extended rear panel that covers the kidneys and lower back offers 
added warmth. As with the shorts, the area to place the logos of the sponsors has 
been privileged and it's wide.

The key features of this garment are:

 
  
  
  
  

THINK 44 THERMAL

THINK 44 THERMAL

THINK 44 THERMAL



Cod. W2113  RACE XP Bibtights

BIBTIGHTS

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALEREGULAR+3°C / +14°C

The key features of this garment are:

 

  
  
  
  

Race XP tights in fleece fabric, soft and elastic, warm and comfortable, perfect for 
winter rides. Anatomical construction without constrictions.

THINK 44 THERMAL



Cod. W2324  PROFI XP Long-sleeved skinsuit

SKINSUITS

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C TIGHT FEMALE

The key features of this garment are:

 –  
 –  
 –  
 –  

Top quality Chrono suit designed to obtain the best results in terms of compres-
sion and aerodynamics. The suit is made using light High Res aero fabric and the 
sleeves have an improved streamlined cut and are made of a new and valuable 
striped fabric. 



Cod. W2200  RACE XP Short-sleeved jersey

KID’s COLLECTION

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

Cod. W2201  RACE XP Long-sleeved jersey

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

The RACE XP long-sleeved jersey is made using thermo fleece Rapid Dry:            
a breathable fabric with optimal wicking properties and thermal protection in a 
comfortable kid cycling construction.

The RACE XP short-sleeved jersey is made using a lightweight and breathable 
fabric with a comfortable cycling cut from children and long zipper for optimal 
ventilation.

The RACE XP thermal jacket is a warm and elastic soft shell jacket suitable for 
dry cold rides. The jacket retains excellent warmth due to the all-around Windtex 
Shield fabric.

Cod. W2210 RACE XP 

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

T2  

TECNO 3D
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR KID

MODULO 200 RAPID DRY

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR KID

WINDTEX SHIELD
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR KID

+12°C /+23°C

-2°C / +12°C



The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

Cod. W2202  RACE XP 

Cod. W2219  RACE XP Shorts

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

Cod. W2218 RACE XP Tights

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

The RACE XP kid shorts are made using Power fabric: an elastic, figure hugging 
and suitable fabric to best satisfy the requirements of all cyclists.

The RACE XP bib shorts are made using Power fabric: an elastic, figure hugging 
and suitable fabric to best satisfy the requirements of all kids on the bike.

The RACE XP tights is made using Thermal fabric, perfect for winter rides. It also 
features hem silicon band to keep the tights in place.

POWER
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR KID

THINK 44 THERMAL
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+3°C / +14°C REGULAR KID

POWER
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR KID

KID’s COLLECTION



Cod. W2212  RACE XP 

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

The RACE XP bib tights is made using Thermal fabric, perfect for winter rides. It 
also features hem silicon band to keep the tights in place.

THINK 44 THERMAL +3°C / +14°C
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR KID

Cod. W2216  RACE XP Short-sleeved skinsuit

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

The RACE XP short-sleeved skinsuit for kids help to optimise time trial 
performance. It's made using lycra Performer 210 gr, strong and figure-hugging, 
for shorts and a wicking light fabric for the top part with sun ray protection.

The RACE XP long-sleeved skinsuit for kids help to optimise time trial performan-
ce. It's made using lycra Performer 210 gr, strong and figure-hugging, for shorts 
and a wicking light fabric for the top part with sun ray protection.

Cod. W2217  RACE XP Long-sleeved skinsuit

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
 

POWER

POWER

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR KID

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR KID

KID’s COLLECTION



Cod. W2204  RACE XP 

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR KIDRESPIRA WIND OUT

The Race XP vest is a basic and great product to protect you against the wind and 
to increase thermal protection. The breathability on the back has been improved, 
thanks to an innovative mesh fabric. 

The key features of this garment are:

OPTIONS:
  

 

KID’s COLLECTION



Cod. W3035  Tank top - MAN

TRIATHLON collection

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

Cod. W3036  Tank top - WOMAN

New tri tank top with side mesh panels for cooling, ultra-comfortable and great 
attention to detail. Designed to be as aero as possible, meaning very snug fit, 
lightweight and robust.

Cod. W3019  

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM FEMALE

POWER
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

T
R

I T
R

I

T
R

I T
R

I

T
R

IT
R

I T
R

I T
R

I

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

The new women's triathlon tank top has been made in close contact with the 
athletes respecting the female anatomy after more than 30 years of experience . 
Designed to be as aero as possible, meaning very snug fit, cool, lightweight and 
robust.

Durable shorts providing compression, protection and comfort during all 3 stages. 
They are constructed from Lycra Power 220 gr. With all seams flatlocked stitched, 
these shorts give a close, ergonomic fit and are moisture wicking and breathable.

The key features of this garment are:



Cod. W3015  

Cod. W3042  

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

Cod. W3043  

New tri suit designed for longer distances. Extremely comfortable material, great 
quality and elastic, Mititech fabric helps to stay dry and comfortable providing 
targeted muscle support for increased endurance.

POWER
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM FEMALE

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM FEMALE

HIGH RES
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C EXTRA SLIM MALE

TRIATHLON collection

T
R

I T
R

I

T
R

I T
R

I

T
R
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R
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R
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The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

New tri suit designed for longer distances. Extremely comfortable material, great 
quality and elastic, Mititech fabric helps to stay dry and comfortable providing 
targeted muscle support for increased endurance.

Durable shorts providing compression, protection and comfort during all 3 stages. 
They are constructed from Lycra Power 220 gr. With all seams flatlocked stitched, 
these shorts give a close, ergonomic fit and are moisture wicking and breathable.

The key features of this garment are:



Cod. W3040  

Cod. W3041  

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

Cod. W3037  Top - WOMAN

New tri suit designed for longer distances. Extremely comfortable material, great 
quality and elastic, Mititech fabric helps to stay dry and comfortable providing 
targeted muscle support for increased endurance.

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C FEMALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C FEMALE

TRIATHLON collection
T

R
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R
I
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R
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R

I

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

New tri suit designed for longer distances. Extremely comfortable material, great 
quality and elastic, Mititech fabric helps to stay dry and comfortable providing 
targeted muscle support for increased endurance.

T
R

IT
R

I T
R

I T
R

I

The key features of this garment are:

moisture management

Women's triathlon crop top made using elastic and breathable High Res fabric 
with antibacterial treatment to provide comfort and optimal support during the 
activity.

HIGH RES EXTRA SLIM

HIGH RES EXTRA SLIM

HIGH RES EXTRA SLIM



Cod. W3200  Men’s Short-sleeved jersey

MTB / DOWNHILL COLLECTION

The key features of this garment are:

Cod. W3205  Women’s Short-sleeved jersey

Short-sleeved jersey with short-length front zip and back pocket with zip and 
reflective tape. This all terrain jersey is made of a light, breathable fabric with Pure 
antibacterial treatment that removes bacterial proliferation and bad odours.     
This garment prioritizes comfort on two wheels and freedom of movement.

Cod. W0256  

TECNO 3D

TECNO 3D

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C LOOSE MALE

FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C LOOSE FEMALE

TECNO 3D
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

LOOSE MALE

The key features of this garment are:

The key features of this garment are:

Short-sleeved jersey with short-length front zip and back pocket with zip and 
reflective tape. This all terrain jersey is made of a light, breathable fabric with Pure 
antibacterial treatment that removes bacterial proliferation and bad odours.     
This garment prioritizes comfort on two wheels and freedom of movement.

+10°C /+23°C

46



Cod. W0222  

The key features of this garment are:

Confortable and durable baggy shorts thanks to a very elastic fabric, delicate on 
the skin and with excellent antiperspirant properties. These short mtb trousers 
can be all printed except the inner leg insert and features two front pocket, a back 
zipped pocket on the right side and elastic waistband to optimize the fit.

CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C LOOSE MALE

Cod. W2255  

CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C LOOSE KID

The key features of this garment are:

Confortable and durable baggy shorts thanks to a very elastic fabric, delicate on 
the skin and with excellent antiperspirant properties. These short mtb trousers 
can be all printed except the inner leg insert and features two front pocket, a back 
zipped pocket on the right side and elastic waistband to optimize the fit.

MTB / DOWNHILL COLLECTION

47



Cod. W2754  SLIMBER Light quilted jacket

PROMOTIONAL KIT

The key features of this garment are:

Cod. W2744  Men’s Polo

The key features of this garment are:

The SLIMBER quilted jacket with hood is a perfect model for spring/autumn use 
and not extremely cold winter days. It is made entirely of lined windproof quilted 
fabric with a very technical synthetic feather called PRIMALOFT® inside. The 
characteristics of this latest generation material are lightness, thermal protection 
and comfort in use and washing. The product also features inserts of CORDURA 
fabric on the shoulders, very resistant to pilling and abrasion. The jacket is 
customizable in digital print on the front and back in the central part as well as on 
the sides.

Also available in Red and Royal colors

Cod. W2745  Women’s Polo

PRIMALOFT
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

REGULAR MALE

RING COTTON
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR MALE

CTA FIT GENDER

FEMALERING COTTON
FABRIC

+20°C REGULAR

Also available in the colors below

Also available in Red and Royal colors
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The key features of this garment are:



Cod. W2738  Polo - 

PROMOTIONAL KIT

The key features of this garment are:

Fully printable short-sleeved polo shirt made of a very breathable polyester fabric 
that is comfortable to the touch and with an anti-odor treatment. This product 
combines a technical sports fabric with classic details such knitted collar and 
sleeve cuffs.

TECNO 3D
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR UNISEX

Cod. W2700 

The key features of this garment are:

TECNO 3D
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR MALE

Cod. W2705 

TECNO 3D
FABRIC CTA FIT GENDER

+20°C REGULAR FEMALE

The key features of this garment are:
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Cod. W2755  

PROMOTIONAL KIT

The key features of this garment are:

Cod. W2756  

MTB baggy shorts made of bielastic and very comfortable material that offers 
freedom of movement on the saddle. They can be customized on the sides with 
thermally applied logos.

CTA FIT GENDER

+18°C REGULAR MALE

CTA FIT GENDER

+18°C REGULAR FEMALE

The key features of this garment are:

MTB baggy shorts made of bielastic and very comfortable material that offers 
freedom of movement on the saddle. They can be customized on the sides with 
thermally applied logos.
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ACCESSORIES

Exceptional road gloves with aerodynamic and lightweight fit. 
Minimal padding on the palm for optimal technical use and          
steerability.

optional gel inserts
 

Highly adaptable gloves, perfect for wearing in cool spring, 
summer or fall weather. Made from stretchy lightweight fabric with 
excellent skin-comfort.

optional gel inserts
 

Light and breathable gloves with longer cuff to increase aerodyna-
mic penetration.

 

Elastic gloves that offer excellent protection in cool and windy 
conditions. A great compromise between light gloves and thicker 
winter gloves. A windproof panel protects it from wind and cold, with 
a fleece-lined interior that ensures your hands remain warm 
throughout the ride.

optional gel inserts
 

Cod. W0259  Summer gloves

Cod. W2631  Time trial summer gloves

Cod. W0266  MTB summer gloves

Cod. W0267  Winter gloves

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC

Summer gloves with aerodynamic and lightweight fit. Minimal 
padding on the palm for optimal technical use and steerability.

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC

Cod. W2230  Junior summer gloves

Ideal thermal protection thanks to the use of fleece-lined Stelvio 
fabric. Easy to wear and designed to handle various types of 
weather conditions. Silicone grippers to prevent the leg warmers 
from slipping down.

Cod. W0270  Winter fully printed leg warmers

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA



J102 J103 J104 J105 J106 J107

ACCESSORIES

Ideal thermal protection thanks to the use of fleece-lined Stelvio 
fabric. Easy to wear and designed to handle various types of 
weather conditions. Silicone grippers to prevent the sleeves from 
slipping down.

Maximum sun protection with minimum weight and bulk. Perfect 

weather conditions that require minimal thermal protection.

Cod. W0280  Winter fully printed arm warmers

Cod. W0282  Junior winter fullt printed arm warmers

Cod. W0281  Summer fully printed arm warmers

Heightened thermal protection and anatomical cut made from 
Lombardia fabric by Miti. Silicone gripper to guarantee stability and 
reflective inserts for visibility on dark days.

Cod. W0272  Junior fully printed winter leg warmers

Cod. W0273  TOP winter leg warmers

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC
AVAILABLE COLORS:

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

Maximum sun protection with minimum weight and bulk. Perfect on 

conditions that require minimal thermal protection.

Cod. W0271  Summer fully printed leg warmers

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

Maximum sun protection with minimum weight and bulk. Perfect on 

conditions that require minimal thermal protection.

Ideal thermal protection thanks to the use of fleece-lined Stelvio 
fabric. Easy to wear and designed to handle various types of 
weather conditions. Silicone grippers to prevent the sleeves from 
slipping down.
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J102 J103 J104 J105 J106 J107

ACCESSORIES

Lycra shoecovers offers ultimate aerodynamic efficiency and 
protects shoes against spray and dirt. The perfect barrier from the 
rain and a light protection from the cold.

Winter overshoes with outstanding protection from the cold. They fit 
perfectly thanks to the elastic and resistant material and the rear 
zip.

Cod. W0290  Summer overshoes

Cod. W2633  Winter overshoes

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

Heightened thermal protection and anatomical cut made from 
Lombardia fabric by Miti. Silicone grippers to guarantee stability 
and reflective inserts for visibility on dark days.

Thermal protection particularly suited to preserving joint health. 

protection.

Cod. W0283  Winter Knee warmers

Cod. W0285  TOP winter arm warmers 

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

NON-CUSTOMIZABLE FABRIC
AVAILABLE COLORS:

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

Neck warmer made using light, comfortable and elastic fabric with 
raw-cut finish for better adjustment. Excellent wearability and 
various options for use: neck warmer, bandana, face mask, or 
helmet liner.

Cod. W2632  Neck tube

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA
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ACCESSORIES

Cod. W0274  Summer socks (13 cm high cuff)

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

Antibacterial Microfiber fabric for optimal comfort. It is made with 
elastic bands which keep the foot still while pedalling. 6 cm high 
cuff.

Cod. W0265  Summer socks (6 cm high cuff)

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

A bandana made from lightweight and antibacterial polyester. 
Perfect during the summer months to absorb perspiration during 
intense rides.

Cod. W0275  Summer bandana

TEXTURE HIGHLIGHTS
THE CUSTOMIZABLE AREA

Cod. W2633  

Cod. W0269  Summer socks (9 cm high cuff)

Antibacterial Microfiber fabric for optimal comfort. It is made with 
elastic bands which keep the foot still while pedalling. 9 cm high 
cuff.

Antibacterial Microfiber fabric for optimal comfort. It is made with 
elastic bands which keep the foot still while pedalling. 13 cm high 
cuff.

Time trial socks with aerodynamic lycra cuff and non-slip silicone. 
Lower part in breathable microfiber material, comfortable and 
elastic, and reinforcement on toe and heel.

Cod. W0278  

TOP BOTTOM

RIGHT
SIDE

LEFT
SIDE

FRONT

BACK Cotton made cap that can be entirely customised.
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XS - 40

CM

INCH

S - 42 M - 44 L - 46 XL - 48 XXL - 50

CM

INCH

84
33

88
34.6

92
36.2

96
37.8 39.4

CM

INCH

6
XXS - 38

31.5

4 8 10 12 14

64
25.2

68
26.8

72
28.3

76
29.9 31.523.6

84
33

88
34.6

92
36.2

96
37.8 39.4

84
33 42.5

CM

INCH

75
29.5

76
29.9

77 78 79
31.1

74
29.1 31.5

16

116

CM

INCH 43-47 47-55
152-164 164-176

64.5-69

128 140 152 164

56-62
22-24.4

62-68
24.4-26.8

68-74
26.8-29.1 29.1-31.5 31.5-33.8

54-57
21.2-22.4

104

43-47

54-56
21.2-22

51-54
22.4-23.6 23.6-25.2

64-68
25.2-26.8

68-72
26.8-28.4

CM

INCH

CM

INCH

XS
44

CM

INCH

86
34

S
46
92
36.2

M
48
96
37.8

L
50

39.4

XL
52

41.3

XXL
54

43.3

XXXL
56
115
45.3

4XL
58

47.2

5XL
60

125
49.2

XXS
42
82
32.3

CM

INCH

76
29.9 31.5

84
33

88
34.6

92
36.2

97
38.2 42.1

112
44.1

72
28.3

CM

INCH 35.4
94
37

98
38.6 41.7

111
43.7

116
45.7

121
47.6

126
49.6

86
34

CM

INCH

81
31.9

82
32.3

83
32.7

84
33

85
33.4

86
33.8

87
34.2

88
34.7

89
3531.5

SIZE CHART
Man sizes
We have improved our table for fit thanks to an in-depth collaboration with both professional and amateur cyclists so as to cope the preferences in each cycling 
category. In the list below you will find the correspondence between European measurements and Italians.
We remind you that the following list is a mere indication since each category is ruled by different requirements and preferences. The measurements here 
below are valid for fitting slim and regular; for the extra slim it’s better to fit samples. The measurements here below are valid for fitting slim and regular; for the 
extra slim it’s better to fit samples. Therefore we suggest you to ask to our area agent for any further information.

SLIM &
REGULAR

SLIM &
REGULAR

MAN

SIZES

CHEST

WAIST

HIPS

INSEAM

Kid sizes
You will find reference indications for children fit below here. We have divided sizes according to children’s height instead of age because the phase of 
development during the childhood it could vary. 

   

KID

SIZES

HEIGHT

CHEST

WAIST

Woman sizes
Bicycle Line produces different garments to match every woman need. We designed figure-hugging cycling wear, specifically dedicated to sport women.
In the list below you will find the correspondence between European measurements and Italians. 

a man S size corresponds to a woman M size in mind.
The measurements here below are valid for fitting slim and regular; for the extra slim it’s better to fit samples. Therefore we suggest you to ask to our area 
agent for any further information.          

WOMAN

SIZES

CHEST

HIPS

INSEAM

WAIST

UK SIZE
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XS S M L XL XXL
CM

INCH

S

EU

UK

38-39
5-6

40-42
6.5-8

43-44
9-9.5

45-46
10.5-11.5

47-48
12-13

US 5.5-6.5 7-8.5 9.5-10 11-12 13-13.5

M L XL XXL

17-18.3
6.7-7.2

18.3-20.2
7.2-7.9

20.2-22.2
7.9-8.7

22.2-24.5
8.7-9.6

24.5-26
9.6-10.2

26+
10.2+

SIZE CHART
Gloves

dominant hand, the right if you are right-handed, and the left if you are left-handed.         

GLOVES

SIZES

UNISEX

Socks
Use the table below to determine what size of socks you need based on your shoe size. In the chart you will find both the European, UK and US sizes. 

Overshoes
With this table you can easily find what size of shoe covers you need based on your shoe size. In the chart you will find both the European, UK and US sizes.
   

OVERSHOES

SIZES

Wash cycling garments separately from other clothes/accessories to      
  prevent friction and/or colour migration 

Machine-wash is possible but always use a delicate cycle and lukewarm
  water (max. 30° C).  Use a mild liquid detergent only and do not use
  softeners

If hand washing:  do not leave garments in water to soak. To remove
  excess water gently squeeze by hand.

After each ride never store damp clothes in a non-ventilated environment  
  (e.g. plastic bags, sport bags, suitcase, etc.). 

  deterioration caused by bacterial attacks. 

Our garments have been made using high-quality Italian-made fabrics. Pay close attention to wear washing temperature which clearly indicated in the label. 

GARMENT CARE

XS S M L
EU

UK

35-37
2.5-4.5

38-40
5-6.5

41-43
7-9

44.46
9.5-11

US 4-5.5 5.5-7 7.5-9.5 10-11.5

SOCKS

SIZES

UNISEX



Follow Us

www.facebook.com/BicycleLine
www.instagram.com/BicycleLine

BICYCLE LINE 
Via Ferrara, 2-4
31030 Dosson di Casier (TV) - Italia
Tel. +39 0422 490156 r.a. / Fax +39 0422 382350
info@bicycle-line.com / www.bicycle-line.com


